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Want a Faster and More Powerful PC? It's There on Your     Desk.
     
     Eventually, it will be time to buy a new PC or put money into     an upgrade, but Microsoft Windows XP Power Optimization shows you how to     get the most out of your current equipment right now, simply by tuning your     Windows setup. These professional techniques range from the basic to the     advanced, and they can be used to achieve both targeted improvement and better     overall system performance. In every area, the gains can be immense, and the time     it takes is minimal. Coverage includes:

	Enhancing     performance by removing unneeded items     
	Making smart tradeoffs     
	Safely     removing unneeded registry entries     
	Using command-line utilities     
	Keeping     Internet Explorer under control     
	Making simple but effective system     tweaks     
	Creating a comprehensive archival system     
	Monitoring your system     for performance concerns     
	Keeping your system in peak operating     condition     
	Understanding the connection between user activity and system     performance     
	Automating cleanup and maintenance tasks     
	Keeping your PC safe     from viruses and human intruders     
	Catching and correcting     mistakes


System Optimized—What's Next?
     Once you've     helped your system live up to its potential, help yourself by     turning to Microsoft Windows XP Power Productivity, also from Sybex.     You'll find expert instruction on harnessing native Windows functionality and      third-party utilities to work faster and smarter.
     
About the Author
   John Mueller is an author and technical editor who has produced 63 books and over 300 articles, most recently Mining Amazon Web Services, Mining Google Web Services, and Mining eBay Web Services for Sybex. He has also contributed articles to technology magazines, such as InformIT, SQL Server Professional, Visual C++ Developer, and Visual Basic Developer. John runs a consulting firm offering services, including specialized application development, to small and medium-size businesses.
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Agent-Oriented Information Systems: 5th International Bi-Conference Workshop, AOIS 2003, Melbourne, AustraliaSpringer, 2004
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the 5th International Bi-Conference Workshop on Agent-Oriented Information Systems, held in Melbourne, Australia in July 2003 at AAMAS 2003 and in Chicago, IL, USA in October 2003 at ER 2003.
The revised full papers presented were carefully selected during two rounds of reviewing...
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Getting an Investing Game Plan: Creating It, Working It, Winning ItJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Praise for Getting an Investing Game Plan
"I think you’ll find this book valuable. It’s full of great ideas and tangible examples that will show you how to craft a sensible investment plan."
     –From the Foreword by Don Phillips, Managing Director, Morningstar, Inc.      

"This is the best book on...
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Adobe Audition Ignite!Course Technology PTR, 2004
This Ignite! book from Muska & Lipman will help you understand, use, and unleash the
power of Adobe Audition, a powerful digital music editing application. Audition is Adobe’s
incarnation of Cool Edit, a program that was created by Syntrillium Software. When
Adobe first acquired Cool Edit, they repackaged it with a few...
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Financing Secrets of a Millionaire Real Estate InvestorKaplan Business, 2003
In 1991, I made my first attempt at financing an investment property through creative means. With a lot of guts and a little knowledge, I made an offer that was accepted by the seller. I tendered $1,000 as earnest money on the sales contract, then proceeded to try to make the deal work. I failed, lost my $1,000, but I learned an important...
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A Handbook of Management Techniques: A Comprehensive Guide to Achieving Managerial Excellence and Improved Decision MakingKogan Page, 2006

	Guide to modern techniques in all fields of management; ideal companion for professional managers, as well as an essential reference book for business and management students. Includes over 100 systematic and analytical methods used to assist in decision-making and to improve efficiency and effectiveness.
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CCNP Security Secure 642-637 Official Cert GuideCisco Press, 2011

	Trust the best selling Official Cert Guide series from Cisco Press to help you learn, prepare, and practice for exam success. They are built with the objective of providing assessment, review, and practice to help ensure you are fully prepared for your certification exam.
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